
Gym Info



What should I expect at class?

Kokoro Adult Group Classes
Students are led through a quick, easy warmup before learning the techniques of the day from
an instructor. Then, students are paired with a partner of similar size to practice the techniques
while instructors move around the mat  to help and answer questions.



Kokoro Kids Classes
Our kids’ classes have been a huge hit for both parents and children. Parents frequently sit on
the sidelines and watch their children learn in a safe and stimulating environment  - creating a
bond and shared experience that our members love. Most importantly our classes get kids
active while learning some fundamental self defense skills all wrapped up in a whole lot of FUN!



Social Events
We have regular events and social outings from celebrating new promotions to First Friday Art
Walk to just grabbing some grub and drinks along with our families.



Competitions
While competition isn’t our primary focus, we have in-house competitions, and some students
attend local tournaments to test themselves under situations that are more stressful and
challenging than daily training.



More Pics! :)



What People Are Saying





Some Results of Training
“Significant weight loss was never my intention with BJJ, but it
has felt almost effortless because I’ve been having fun doing it.”

- Kokoro student Ken H.

Anthony R. - leaned up and lost over 30 lbs.



Jay S. - from dad bod to rock star bod!

“Two and a half years later… I train BJJ 5 or 6 days a week at Kokoro Training Academy in
Downtown Springfield (I got my blue belt) and I am in the greatest shape of my life at 52. In total
I lost 30ish pounds… Being in shape also helps my performances on stage every weekend, I
don’t lose my voice singing 4 hours of 80’s rock.”

- Springfield Fit Life Magazine



Kerri - lost 35 lbs.

Kirk - lost 47 lbs while learning alongside his kids.



Hear From Our Members

Hannah A.

1. What made you pick Kokoro
Training Academy?

I chose Kokoro Training Academy on
referral from a friend who knew Sam. I’d
been thinking of trying Jiu Jitsu for some
time but that was the push I needed. I
came in on a referral but it’s the
wonderful community and friendships
that I stay for.

2. What reservations did you have
about starting Jiu Jitsu?

Fear of the unknown was my biggest
reservation. I didn’t know anything about
Jiu Jitsu, or any martial arts, and
“sporty” has never been used as an
adjective to describe me. Each person I
worked with at the very beginning, and
even now, is extremely patient as I
learn.

3. What has been your favorite benefit from doing Jiu Jitsu?

I love a workout where it doesn’t feel like I’m working out. I’m learning a skill and getting
stronger, which I absolutely love. Since joining I’ve seen incredible physical changes in
myself and my abilities. Jiu jitsu gives me something to focus my time and energy into- and I
get 100% out of it what I put in.



Blake S.

1. What made you pick Kokoro
Training Academy?

I was invited to Kokoro by my brother.
He told me it was a gym with a great
vibe and top notch training!

2. What reservations did you have
about starting Jiu Jitsu?

The only reservation I had about starting
Jiu Jitsu was finding time, but Kokoro
offers classes throughout the day to fit
any schedule.

3. What has been your favorite
benefit from doing Jiu Jitsu?

The best part of Jiu Jitsu for me aside
from the physical benefits, is that it’s a
great stress reliever!



Matt M.

1. What made you pick Kokoro
Training Academy?

After becoming interested in starting jiu
jitsu I began to do research on the
various gyms in the Springfield area.
After learning of Steve’s 20 plus years of
experience with well over a decade of
that spent as a black belt I decided to
begin my journey at Kokoro. This
decision was only further reinforced by
the amazing community and welcoming
environment for newcomers that I found
there.

2. What reservations did you have
about starting Jiu Jitsu?

My initial reservations when starting
were probably very similar to what many people who start combat sports with little prior
experience have. The fear of injury is always on the top of your mind when you first start but
you quickly realize that the risk is very minimal compared to other martial arts, especially
when you are training with more experienced practitioners. Also the fear of being judged for
not having much experience compared to everyone else was something I struggled with in
the beginning of my training. It’s good to remember that everyone starts at the same place
with the same reservations. Compare yourself to who you were yesterday not to who
someone else is today.

3. What has been your favorite benefit from doing Jiu Jitsu?

The benefits that jiu jitsu has given me are almost too numerous to write about in a single
paragraph. Jiu jitsu has a strange dichotomy to it in that it breaks down your ego and
humbles you every day, yet simultaneously builds healthy confidence in yourself and your
own abilities. Jiu Jitsu fosters discipline, not only in physical fitness but in your overall
lifestyle that extends beyond the mats and develops in you a true warrior spirit. Training Jiu
Jitsu has probably been one of the best and most impactful decisions I have ever made.



🥷 How to Get Started🥷

Sign up for one of our Beginner Programs!
Our Beginner program is the perfect way for an adult or child to start their Jiu Jitsu journey at
Kokoro. Our beginner programs are a one month commitment to training and learning with us,
during which time you can experience all the benefits Jiu Jitsu has to offer before deciding if you
wish to make a longer commitment to training with us. This one month experience provides an
easy on-ramp by pairing students with a mentor and allowing them to try Jiu Jitsu in a safe
environment while also getting in better shape and challenging their mind.

Over the course of one month you will:
● Learn self-defense skills that ACTUALLY WORK against a bigger, stronger opponent
● Get a great physical workout WHILE ENGAGING YOUR MIND
● Improve your physical self-image and discover how much more you are capable of
● Be part of an inclusive and welcoming community of people focused on personal growth
● Connect to a martial arts tradition rich in history

https://emojipedia.org/ninja/
https://emojipedia.org/ninja/


What you get:
● Personal consultation where together we’ll set your one month goal
● Unlimited Training sessions per week (offered at a variety of times to fit your schedule)
● Personal mentor + regular check-ins to ensure your success
● The Kokoro Student Handbook - be prepared and know exactly what to expect at class!
● A Flexible Nutrition Guide to help you build healthy eating habits to fuel your training
● Online training resources to reinforce what you learn in class
● Training uniform provided



Frequently Asked Questions
What if I don't have any experience?
That's perfect! We are here to help regardless of your level of fitness or prior experience.  Most
of our current students had no prior self-defense training when they began attending classes.

What if I suffer from health conditions or old injuries?
This is why we require a personal consultation before you begin. When you sign up, we will call
you and have you schedule a one-on-one meeting with one of our instructors to discuss your
goals and needs to help us keep you safe and make sure you’re getting the most out of your
sessions.

I’m not necessarily a big, tough, dude...is this program for me?
YES! Our classes are diverse and full of both men and women with varying levels of strength
and physical experience. Jiu Jitsu was specifically created with the goal of empowering its
students to defeat larger, stronger opponents using leverage and technique.


